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Tracking of Signal Subspace Projectors
Wolfgang Utschick

Abstract—A new subspace tracking approach that directly op-
erates on the projection matrix onto the signal subspace instead
of tracking its unitary eigenbasis is proposed. Therefore, the diffi-
culties arising from introducing a calculus on the manifold of pro-
jection matrices are overcome by a proper parameterization of the
projectors. Simulation results are presented from the field of an-
gular frequency retrieval in array signal processing.

Index Terms—DSP implementation, parameterization, projec-
tion matrices, steepest descent optimization, subspace tracking,
unitary rotations.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE eigendecomposition of the data space into a signal sub-
space and a noise subspace plays an important role in sub-

space based methods in signal processing, e.g., high-resolution
methods for direction-of-arrival (DOA) finding and parameter
estimation like MUSIC [1], the minimum-norm method [2], ES-
PRIT [3], and weighted subspace fitting [4]. Subspace estima-
tion is a very costly numerical task, especially in a time-variant
scenario, where the subspace changes with time and, therefore,
has to be computed over and over again. However, tracking the
subspace may be a solution.

In [5], the authors presented a thorough overview of most of
the adaptive algorithms for subspace tracking. Thus, the sub-
space tracking techniques can be categorized into three families
(cf. [6]):

i) classical eigenvalue decomposition and singular value
decomposition methods modified for use in adaptive pro-
cessing (e.g., [7]);

ii) variations of rank-one updating algorithms (e.g., [8],
[9]);

iii) algorithms that consider the eigenvalue/singular value
decomposition as a constrained or unconstrained opti-
mization problem which can be adaptively processed by
means of gradient based methods (e.g., [6], [10], and
[11]).

A further feature of the algorithms concerns whether the
methods are discussed in a block processing context or in
a sequential data processing mode. The latter performs an
updating of the eigenbasis recursively on the arrival of a new
data snapshot.

From the numerical complexity point of view, the different
algorithms are distinguished between methods requiring
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, or operations every up-
date (sequential mode), where is the input vector dimension,
and is the number of desired eigencomponents.

In this work, the variety of type-iii approaches is extended by
a tracking method that directly operates on the unique projection
matrix onto the signal subspace instead of tracking its unitary
eigenbasis.

A common feature of subspace estimation is that the com-
puted basis of the signal subspace is not essentially unique. Oth-
erwise, the notation of subspaces by means of a projector is well
defined. The development of the algorithm will be demonstrated
in a block processing context.

II. DATA MODEL

Assume that there are narrowband signals having the
same center frequency and being characterized by their
complex envelopes , simultane-
ously sampled according to different linear combinations

of the . In the following, we
always consider a blockwise processing of the sampled data.
To this end, let the noisy measurement matrixbe constituted

by , where de-

notes the sample estimate1 of .
Let the eigendecomposition (ED) of be equal to

, where diag contains
the real-valued eigenvalues of , and the unitary matrix
contains the corresponding eigenvectors. For convenience,
the eigenvalues of are arranged in a descending order:

, and we

define diag diag .
Accordingly, the eigenvector matrix is decomposed as

, where contains the first

columns of , and is equal to the further
columns, respectively. Thus, we expressas

(1)

III. T RACKING USING PROJECTIONAPPROXIMATION

Projection approximation subspace tracking (PAST) [6] is
one successful subspace tracking algorithm due to its simplicity
and efficiency. Consider the following optimization criterion:

(2)

where is a full-rank matrix to be found. The fol-
lowing theorem states the very desirable properties of the crite-
rion .

1
xxx � (xxx ) � xxx denotes the conjugate transpose ofxxx.
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Theorem 1: The matrix is a stationary point of
if and only if , where contains any

distinct eigenvectors of , and is an arbitrary
unitary matrix. At each stationary point, is equal to the
sum of eigenvalues whose eigenvectors are not involved in.

Moreover, all stationary points of are saddle points,
except when . In this case, attains the global
minimum. That is

(3)

(4)

Proof: See [6].
Note that the minimization of with respect to repre-

sents an unconstrained optimization problem that may be solved
in a straightforward manner. On the basis of Theorem 1, a few
efficient algorithms can be developed for subspace tracking [6].
A computationally efficient algorithm for blockwise available
data is the following stochastic gradient algorithm
(cf. [12], [13]):

(5)

where and are the step-size to be properly selected and
the iteration number, respectively.

IV. PROJECTIONMATRICES

It is interesting to note that by virtue of the global minimizer
of the criterion , the matrix that

defines the projection onto the signal subspacecan be con-
structed as

(6)

since . This motivates us to consider replacing
in by the matrix argument ,

which gives the following criterion expressed2 in terms of

tr (7)

Note that in (7), we do not exploit any properties of the
projector matrix . However, using the properties

and, thus, , the
criterion will take on the value from (4) in
Theorem 1. Nevertheless, is neither a stationary
point nor a global minimizer of . This is due to the fact
that may be considered to be an unstructured version of

. Obviously, unlike the criterion in (2), working
with the unconstrained does not automatically give rise to
a solution for the subspace projection matrix. Due to the above
reasons, to update the projection matrix, additional constraints

2Note thatE[xxx PPPxxx] � tr(PPPE[xxxxxx ]) � tr(E[xxxxxx ]PPP ), where tr(�) de-
notes the trace of the matrix argument.

must be imposed on to form the constrained minimization
problem:

subject to

i) rank (low-rank)

ii) (idempotent)

iii) (8)

and accordingly

tr tr (9)

The main problem of tracking the matrix is given by the
constraints in (8). A gradient descent algorithm to minimize the
criterion seems to be inadequate for minimization of be-
cause any increment to destroys the properties of being
an projection matrix. This is solely due to an inadequate param-
eterization of the manifold of projection matrices. To this end,
we introduce the following lemma and a theorem, which will
help us to find a proper parameterization of projectors.3

Lemma 1: Given the -dimensional plane unitary rotation
matrices , i.e., theGivens rotors[7],
[15], [16] with the characteristic 2 2 submatrix

(10)

and the diagonal matrix

...
(11)

any -dimensional unitary matrix can be ex-
pressed as4

(12)

where the unitary matrix

(13)

The vectors , and compose the parameters

, and ,
where the indices count from

3The use of a different parameterization of matrices for the sake of numerical
optimization of matrix functions has been found in [14].

4Example of a three-dimensional (3-D) unitary matrix

QQQ = diag[e ; e ; e ]�

1 0 0

0 c �s

0 s c

�

c �s 0

s c 0

0 0 1

c 0 �s

0 1 0

s 0 c

wherec = cos(� );�s = �e � sin(� ), ande = e .
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, and , respectively.
Therefore, the bounded and closed space of-dimensional
unitary matrices can be parameterized by means of overall

parameters ,
and .

Proof: The decomposition of a complex matrix by ele-
mentary plane unitary rotations was already given in [15]; see
also [17]. For the special form of the parameterization in Lemma
1, see also [14] and [18], where another [19] has been cited.

Theorem 2: Given , the space of -dimensional projec-
tion matrices of rank , then, for all
and all , there exists such that for all

, there exist parametersand of such that5

(14)

holds, where

(15)

and the matrices and
are diagonal and

orthonormal, respectively. Therefore, denotes the
Givens rotorfrom Lemma 1, where . The
denotes the open set of projection matrices given by theball

(16)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Corollary 1: Given , the space of -dimensional projec-

tion matrices of rank , then, for all
and all , there exists such that for all

, there exist parametersof , such that

(17)

holds, with the orthonormal matrix .
Proof: If and are elements of , the transfor-

mation matrix in Theorem 2 is an element of as well.
Hence, according to Lemma 1, the parametersand of

must be equal to zero for all , and thus,

and .
Note that the thereom is closely related to the geometry of

projection matrices [20].6 It has been shown that given the initial
conditions and , a geodesic curve on the
manifold of projection matrices can be obtained by

(18)

where the constant skew-Hermitian matrix

(19)

defines the corresponding differential equation

(20)

5Given AAA 2 , the 2-norm ofAAA equalskAAAk = maxxxx
(xxx AAA AAAxxx)=(xxx xxx) = � (AAA AAA).
6A tutorial summary of the key elements of the geometry of the manifold of

projection matrices can be found in [21].

According to the optimization problem in (8), whereplays the
role of the matrix argument of a given objective function ,
and given the parameterization ofby Lemma 1, an obvious
choice for the derivative matrix in (19) is apparently given by

(21)

where composes the vectors , and , and serves as a
representative for any one of these parameters, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, referring to (19), a candidate skew-Hermitian matrix
would be obtained by

(22)

Obviously, the resulting matrix flow at would cor-
respond to the gradient of . However, although these geo-
metric considerations enlighten the theory of projector tracking
substantially, Theorem 2 implies an alternative approach, which
is especially relevant from a numerical point of view.

V. TRACKING BY INCREMENTAL ROTATIONS

Theorem 2 ensures the required conditions for any calculus
on the manifold of projection matrices . Let

be an -ball centered at the projection matrix ; then,
any projection matrix can be approximated by
means of a sequence ofreal-valued Givens rotations and
subsequent complex-valuedscaling operations applied to

. The size of therefore depends on the required upper
bound of the approximation error.

Consequently, Theorem 2 implies how to track a projector
while preserving its rank. To this end, we iteratively follow the
varying projection matrix by a sequence of projector updates

(23)

where again denotes the iteration number, and
. In other words, we follow the varying projection matrix

by a sequence of intermediate projection matrices that are con-
nected one by one by overlapping-balls, respectively.

Behind the update rule in (23), it turns out that we have to
run a stochastic gradient approach on the manifold of

and , which constitute the
manifold of equal-rank projection operators in the-ball cen-
tered arround

(24)

(25)

For the sake of reduced numerical complexity according to the
calculation of the partial derivatives, here, we make use of a per-
manent shift of the initial projection matrix (cf. [23]). Conse-
quently, the algorithm only requires partial derivatives at

and . The constant parameter determines
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the step size of the steepest-descent optimization method. The
choice of influences the convergence and accuracy of the it-
erative algorithm and has been chosen experimentally for the
simulation results in Section VII.

A. Complex-Valued Subspaces

In the case of complex-valued signal subspaces, the incre-
ments and are due to the gradient of the objective
function in (9), where is replaced by

tr tr (26)

Taking into account that tr tr

, where, respectively,
, and denotes the inner product of two matrices,7

the derivatives of according to the parametersat
are equal to

(27)

Re (28)

Referring to Lemma 1, the first-order derivatives of at
according to und can be written as

Re Re

Re (29)

Im

Im (30)

where and are the th row vector and theth column
vector of the matrices and , respectively, and and
are the corresponding entries of the matricesand .

Hence, the entirely updated projection matrix is given in (31),
where the and are obtained according to (24), (25),
(29), and (30).

diag

diag

(31)

7hUUU;VVV i � huuu ; vvv i � uuu vvv � u v .

Obviously, the update of in (31) can be efficiently imple-
mented by a sequence of pre- and post-multiplications ofwith
the rotation matrices and , re-
spectively.

Referring to (23), (31), and (6), the update of the corre-
sponding basis vectors , where

, can be obtained by

(32)

Exploiting the structure of the matricesand results in an
efficient implementation of the update rule given in Table I.

The subspace projector tracking has been originally devel-
oped for blockwise data processing. However, a sequential data
processing mode of the proposed method can be given. There-
fore, the first-order derivatives now mean

Re (33)

Im (34)

B. Real-Valued Subspaces

If the matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to dominant
eigenvalues and the projection matrix are elements of

and , the first-order derivatives of at
according to and simplify to

(35)

(36)

VI. NUMERICAL COMPLEXITY

The implementation of (32) according to Table I requires
complex-valued multiplications, where the nu-

merical effort in number of multiplications is summarized ac-
cording to

On the other hand, the update rule ofaccording to (6) requires
complex-valued multiplications. This means that in the

blockwise processing mode, the subspace projector tracking al-
gorithm becomes more efficient if the sizeof the data blocks
grows (cf. Section VII, Table II). Since the numerical com-
plexity increases quadratically with the number of antenna el-
ements, the proposed method seems to be most interesting for
small-sized antenna configurations (cf. Section VII, Table I).

In the case of sequential processing instead of blockwise pro-
cessing, the projector based tracking exhibits a complexity of

, whereas the complexity of the PAST algorithm is
equal to .
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TABLE I
UPDATE RULE WWW [t]  �GGG WWW [t � 1]. W AND � ARE THE

CORRESPONDINGENTRIES OF THEMATRICESWWW [t � 1] AND �[t]. THE

VECTORWWW DENOTES THEm-TH ROW VECTOR OFWWW

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE REAL-VALUED SIGNAL SUBSPACE

ESTIMATION SCHEMES

Finally, the rotation-type nature of the subspace projector
tracking initiates alternative solutions for the VLSI imple-
mentation of the tracking algorithm, e.g., cordinate rotation
digital computer (CORDIC)-based techniques. The basic idea
of the CORDIC scheme is to map the elementaryGivens
rotation angles to a binary sequence representing powers
of two. According to this sequence, each elementaryGivens
rotation is performed by a sequence of CORDIC rotations with
their rotation angles being powers of two [22]. Let assume a
two-dimensional (2-D)Givens rotationby angle

(37)

where , and . Then,
the rotation matrix is denoted by a sequence of elemen-
tary rotations with angle . If the are chosen such that

, they can be realized by simple shifts and
additions. With , the
original rotation matrix can be written as

(38)

This is very suitable for a hardware implementation of the
scheme, as multiplications are avoided. In practice, the series
of CORDIC rotations is stopped after rotations. Note that
after each CORDIC rotation, a rescaling with the factor

has to be done. However, it was shown
that this rescaling operation can also be replaced by means of
shift-add operations.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS ONDOA TRACKING

The performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm
is based on the DOA estimation by means of ESPRIT [3].
Therefore, the signal subspace estimation has been of particular
interest since this step of ESPRIT-like methods generally
turns out to be the most time-consuming part. In order to get
close to real systems, a DSP served as the hardware processor.
Implementation is done on the C6701 32-bit floating point
DSP from Texas Instruments with a clock rate of 150 MHz
[23]. The supported very long instruction word technique
(VLIW) enables the DSP to address its multiple hardware units
simultaneously and to carry out up to eight instructions per
clock cycle. The source code is completely written inand
represents an implementation of the 2-D-Unitary ESPRIT [24].
Thus, two parameters of each of the impinging wavefronts at a
uniform rectangular antenna array (URA) can be resolved: the
azimuth angles and the elevation angles of the DOAs.

Since the DSP is not part of a real system, the input data
of 2-D-Unitary ESPRIT is generated by MATLAB. Therefore,
the transmission medium is assumed to be isotropic and linear.
The noise is modeled as a complex, zero-mean white Gaussian
process. Under the assumptions of narrowband and farfield sig-
nals, the complex baseband measurements of theth antenna
element can be described as

(39)

, where the refer to the DOA parameters
of the th wavefront, and and denote the unit vector
steering in direction of and the coordinate vector of the

th antenna element within the array of size. The is the ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise, and is the complex response of
the th sensor element. Theindicates the number of impinging
wavefronts. The are the complex envelopes of the impinging
signals, which are BPSK-modulated with no oversampling. Cal-
culating the for all sensor elements and collecting the data
over snapshots yields the data matrixserving as input for
2-D-Unitary ESPRIT.

Two-dimensional Unitary ESPRIT itself can be divided into
three major steps [24]. First, the real-valued signal subspace is
estimated. Subsequently, two independent invariance equations
are formed and solved. Finally, the eigenvalues of the solution
matrices of the second step lead to the desired DOA parameters.

Three signal subspace estimation schemes are subject to
the following performance comparison: the modified Jacobi
method [16], [25], PAST [6], and the projector tracking. In
order to save runtime, the Jacobi method has been modified
[26]. The basic idea is to concentrate the data relevant for the
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TABLE III
SCENARIO FORCOMPARING THESIGNAL SUBSPACEESTIMATION SCHEMES

signal subspace in a preprocessing step (Hessenberg transform
[16]) and then perform the Jacobi method with a smaller matrix.

For the startup of the algorithm, the number of impinging
wavefronts is required. Since subspace projector tracking is a
rank-preserving algorithm, it obviously depends on thea priori
knowledge of the system order [27], [28]. The initial value of

is set to the matrix that contains ones at the firstdiagonal
elements and zeros elsewhere.

In Table III, the scenario used for performance evaluation is
presented. It is evident that the signal subspace estimation is
the most time-consuming part, especially when large URAs are
used. In the following, the results of the execution time compar-
ison of the three signal subspace estimation methods based on
blockwise data processing are presented.8 Table II lists an as-
sessment of the computational complexity of the schemes sub-
ject to , and . Note that PAST directly operates on the
real-valued data matrix, whereas the two other methods need the
estimation of the covariance matrix . Therefore, the number
of calculations needed for the computation of has to be
added to the execution times of Jacobi and projector tracking
in order to get comparable results. Moreover, note that the pro-
jector tracking directly operates on the projection matrix [cf.
(31)] instead of following the algorithm in Table I.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the results of DSP simulations. Exe-
cution times of the subspace estimation subject toare shown
in Fig. 1 and subject to in Fig. 2, respectively. As can be
seen easily, the tracking schemes are able to reduce the computa-
tion time of the signal subspace significantly compared with the
modified Jacobi method. With respect to each other, either PAST
or projector tracking achieves a better performance, depending
on the number of antenna elements and snapshots, respectively.
The PAST algorithm shows a better computation rate for small

and large , whereas projector tracking achieves a better
result for large and small . This is due to the different de-
pendencies of the computational complexity on the parameters

and , cf. Section VI and Table II for the complex-valued
mode and the real-valued case, respectively.

With respect to the accuracy of the estimated DOAs, the RMS
has been taken as a measure of accuracy. It reads

RMS (40)

8Note that applying 2-D-Unitary ESPRIT determines the sample covariance
matrix R̂RR to be real-valued.

Fig. 1. Execution time of the modified Jacobi method, PAST, and projector
tracking, depending on the number of antennasM : N = 140 snapshots.

Fig. 2. Execution time of the modified Jacobi method, PAST, and projector
tracking, depending on the number of snapshotsN : M = 4 � 4 antenna
elements.

where denotes the number of averaging trials. The
, and are the estimated and the actual vectors

of angles of the instantaneous DOAs, respectively. Compared
with subspace estimation by means of the modified Jacobi
method, where playing with a forgetting factor to estimate the
covariance matrix has been included, both tracking schemes
achieve more accurate results in scenarios with low SNRs
Fig. 3. Therefore, the step-size of both tracking methods
have been chosen carefully between 0.001 and 0.01. Note that
the tracking accuracy decreases in scenarios with rapid changes
of the DOAs from slot to slot. The modified Jacobi method
outperforms the projector tracking at high SNR values and in
scenarios of rapidly changing DOAs DOA slot , where
the tracking algorithm suffers from a degraded convergence
capability Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. RMS comparison of modified Jacobi EVD, projector tracking, and
PAST: M = 4� 4 antenna elements andN = 140 snapshots.

Fig. 4. RMS comparison of modified Jacobi and projector tracking for
changing DOAs:f�azimuth;�elevationg � slot = f0:0 ; . . . ; 2:0 g �
slot ;M = 4� 4 antenna elements, andN = 140 snapshots.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Whereas the tracking of the unitary basis of signal subspaces
has been the subject of a number of publications in the past, the
immediate tracking of the unique projection matrix of the signal
subspace was first proposed in [20], [29], and [30]. There, the
authors presented an approach to subspace tracking either based
on geodesic trajectories on the manifold of projection matrices
[20], [21] or closely related by means of gradient flows that re-
quires permanent computation of the exponential of
skew-Hermitian matrices [29], [30]. In this work, a different pa-
rameterization of the local manifold of given projection matrices
has been proposed. To this end, projection matrices are param-
eterized by means of incrementalGivens rotationsfollowed by
subsequentscaling operations.

In numerical experiments, by means of DSP implementa-
tions, it turns out that the estimation accuracy of the subspace
projector tracking is rather comparable with the PAST al-
gorithm. In terms of the required numerical complexity, the
projector tracking algorithm outperforms the PAST algorithm,

especially for small-sized antenna configurations and block-
wise data processing about a factor of (see Tables I
and II). However, for the sequential data processing mode, the
PAST-like algorithms outperform the numerical complexity of
projector tracking by an order of magnitude Section VI.

Furthermore, the subspace projector tracking algorithm offers
two important advantages. First, in contrast to
operation-based algorithms (PAST, etc.), the rotation-type
nature of the projector tracking allows alternative VLSI real-
izations of the algorithm based on CORDIC-like techniques,
which would let the projector tracking algorithm surpass
PAST-like algorithms, even in sequential data processing
applications. Second, the proposed new parameterization of
projection matrices offers an alternative solution to encode
moderate changes of subspaces by a minimum of parameters,
i.e., instead of parameters. This has
become exceptionally important in closed-loop Tx-diversity
downlink concepts in UMTS Wideband CDMA, where the
number of antenna elements is rather low [31], [32].

APPENDIX A
DERIVATIVES OF

The first and second-order derivatives ofwith respect to
, and , i.e., according to the parameterization of uni-

tary matrices given by Lemma 1, can be denoted as follows.
Here, the and denote the non-
vanishing characteristic 2 2 submatrix or the addressed ele-
ment of the respective derivatives of, when any other elements
of the matrix are equal to zero. Note that the derivatives are al-
ways taken at , and .

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

respectively, and9

(47)

(48)

9For the derivation of (47), the order of appearance of the matricesGGG in
(12) plays an important role.
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(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

It can be easily verified that the 2-norm of the first-order deriva-
tive matrices at any , and is equal to 0 and 1, respec-
tively. Thus, the 2-norm of any first and second-order derivative
matrix is upper bounded by

(53)

and

(54)

where and act in place of , and .
Finally, in the case of , and ,

we only refer to the upper bounded 2-norms of the first and
second-order derivatives, which, again, are equal to the bounds
in (53) and (54). In both cases, the derivation of the bounds
benefits from the fact that both the first and the second derivative
matrices of remain unitary matrices, i.e.,

APPENDIX B
PROOF OFTHEOREM 2

1) Given two unitary matrices and ,
the matrix is also a unitary matrix. Thus,
according to the Lemma 1, is equal to

(55)

and can be written as a function of the parameters
with

(56)

if . Therefore, com-
poses the vector of the parameters

, and serves as a representative
for any one of these parameters, respectively.

2) Referring to (6), we denote two rankprojection matrices
and as

(57)

(58)

respectively.

3) For small perturbationsfrom and , the matrix
can be linearly approximated by

(59)

where

(60)

and , and , respectively. Referring to the
results in Appendix A and the residual term of the
Taylor series

(61)

where referring to (59) and applying the results in Ap-
pendix A, i.e., (53) and (54), we obtain

(62)

(63)

(64)

where denotes the -norm of , and referring to (59)
and (60)

(65)

4) Since the derivatives of according to the param-
eters at are equal to the zero matrix,10 the
equality holds for any , where

otherwise
and (66)

10See Appendix A.
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Referring to (64), we again obtain

(67)

Thus, from (64) and (67) it follows that

(68)

Alternatively, the matrix can be parameterized by
(55), where now, the basic unitary matrices , and
therefore, , are real-valued matrices since by
definition of .

5) In the following, we identify the obtained results with
expressions in Theorem 2. To this end, (65) is related to
(16)

(69)

i.e., lies in the -ball centered around .
We further identify the result in (68) with expression (14). Note

that , where and
since . On the other hand,

is upper bounded by

(70)

Thus, taking into account the results denoted in (65) and (68),
we conclude that

Finally, we end up with

(71)

where we have taken into account that the 2-norm of any pro-
jection matrices is equal to 1.

In other words, for each requiredprecision
, there exists an -ball

centered around such that for all elements of this ball,
we can guarantee the requirements.

This concludes the proof.
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